### Monday to Friday - towards Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

| Route | Time | Destination
|-------|------|----------------|
| 362 | 0610 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0625 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0640 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0705 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 0800 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0820 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0833 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0850 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 0905 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0920 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0933 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0950 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1005 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1020 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1040 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1055 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1100 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1115 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1130 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1145 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1200 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1215 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1230 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1245 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1300 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1315 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1330 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1345 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1400 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1415 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1430 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1445 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1500 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1515 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1530 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1545 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1600 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1615 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1630 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1645 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1700 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1715 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1730 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1745 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1800 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1815 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1830 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1845 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 1900 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 1915 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 1930 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 1945 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 2000 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 2015 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 2030 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 2045 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 2100 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 2115 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 2130 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 2145 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 2200 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 2215 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 2230 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 2245 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 2300 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 2315 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 2330 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 2345 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

### Saturday - towards Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

| Route | Time | Destination
|-------|------|----------------|
| 362 | 0705 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0720 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0735 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0805 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

### Saturday - towards Wigan Bus Station

| Route | Time | Destination
|-------|------|----------------|
| 362 | 0700 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0715 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0730 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0800 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station
| 362 | 0830 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0845 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0905 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant
| 362 | 0925 | Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

### Sunday - towards Chorley Town Centre Bus Station

| Route | Time | Destination
|-------|------|----------------|
| 362 | 0800 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0815 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0835 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant

### Sunday - towards Wigan Bus Station

| Route | Time | Destination
|-------|------|----------------|
| 362 | 0800 | Wigan Bus Station
| 362 | 0815 | Standish Prospect Lodge
| 362 | 0835 | Coppell Moor Amelies Restaurant